In Dari, the merging of non-low long vowels is an on-going process. That is, the pronunciation of ē and ō is becoming closer to the pronunciation of ī and ū, respectively (Pisowicz 1985) . Dari, in fact, shows a stage that Modern Persian has already passed. So Dari and Modern Persian show different stages of the same path. In Tajik and Modern Persian, as Perry writes, the eight vowel system of Middle Persian and early Modern Persian has changed to a six vowel system but in two different ways. In Modern Persian, the two mid long vowels merged with the high long vowels (ē with ī, and ō with ū). In Tajik, however, high short and long vowels merged together (i with ī, and u with ū). Another change that occurred in Tajik, is rounding of the long back low vowel in the direction of o. In Tajik, e is a continuation of ē. The vowel /ů/ (which will be discussed below) has different sources according to Perry: it can be a continuation of ō (e.g., Tajik růz 'day' corresponds to Dari rōz). Similarly, in Uzbek and Turkic loanwords (e.g., kůmak 'help' which is komak in Modern Persian). It can also be the result of the lowering of short /u/ before /h/ or glottal stop (e.g., kůhna). The position of /ů/ is under Uzbek influence, as Perry mentions. Phonetically, it is between [u] and [y] . This vowel is phonemic only in Northern dialects. In Central and Southern dialects it is generally /u/. An example is /kůhna/ or /kuhna/ 'old' which is kohne in Modern Persian. 2 The vowels /i/ and /u/ are the continuation of ī and ū and they also represent short /i/ and /u/ (e.g, dil 'heart', but 'idol' 3 ). It is important, as Perry mentions, not to confuse /i/ and /e/ in Tajik and Modern Persian because in fact they are reversed; for instance, bedil in Tajik is equivalent to bidel in Modern Persian meaning 'heartless'.
The merging of Middle Persian ī and ū with their short counterparts, and also the merging of ā with o cause some homonymy in Tajik which is not observed in Modern Persian. For example: the Tajik words bi:no 'sighted' and bino 4 'building'; Persian boridan 'to cut' and bɑridan 'to rain' as Tajik boridan. Recall that in Modern Persian merging of the former ē and ī caused some homonymy as in ʃir 'lion, milk' which were Middle Persian ʃēr 'lion' and ʃīr 'milk' (and which are still the same as Middle Persian in Dari).
I close this section by presenting the vowels of Middle Persian and their basic correspondents in the present time in the three dialects of Persian. 
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Changing contrasts in the Persian vowel system
In this section, the diachronic changes in the vowel inventory of Persian from the middle to the modern era in terms of contrastive features will be discussed. As a starting point, we must decide on the active features in the vowel system of Middle Persian from which we can track the changes to the inventory of the present time. Two points are important to take into consideration: the feature assignment (that is, which features are active) and also the ordering of them. It seems that dividing the vowels in the Middle Persian/early Modern Persian inventory into two height classes, low and non-low, can be the first cut in the inventory. This is supported by the following evidence: (i) non-low vowels interact with each other (lowering of i and u to e and o respectively, and merging of ē and ō with ī and ū respectively) but low vowels do not interact with non-low vowels; (ii) The change that the two low vowels underwent is different from the changes in the vowels in the pair of i and ī and also in the vowels in the pair of u and ū. The vowels i and u underwent a height change to result in e and o. That is, the distinguishing feature between the two vowels in the original pairs of i and ī and also u and ū was length, but due to the lowering of the long vowels, the distinguishing feature between i and e and also between u and o became height. In the development of the pair a and ā, however, length is replaced by place and not by height. After entering [low] as the first feature into the inventory, the result is as follows:
Choosing [long] as the second cut seems logical since we consider the inventory to be quantity based. Note that it is also possible to consider [long] to make the first cut, in which case [low] will make the second cut. We will get the same result by applying
The main point is that these two features should be applied before other features. As a result of adding [long] to the system, we will get the following:
Afterwards, we can apply first [peripheral] and then [high] or the opposite order, that is first [high] and then [peripheral] 5 . Either way will give us the same result. Assume [peripheral] to be prior to [high] . By adding [peripheral], we can distinguish /i/ from /u/, and /ī, ē/ from /ū, ō/, as follows:
The last cut is made by [high] to distinguish ē from ī and also ō from ū, as follows:
This shows that four features need to be active in the system. The values of these features are given below.
It is important to note that in this system i and u are not contrastively high, thus they could have allophones i/e and u/o. This means that lowering is redundant to begin with. In addition, note that place is redundant for low vowels. That is, the inventory shows a variation ӑ/a for a, and a variation ā/ɑ for ā. and Modern Persian took the same path, with the difference that the merging of long non-low vowels which has been completed in Modern Persian is still on-going in Dari. Tajik, however, took a different path. These three dialects will be discussed below. I start with Dari which is followed by a discussion on Modern Persian. I close this section with Tajik.
Dari
Consider the Middle Persian inventory which was just discussed (see (7)) and let us see how it changed to result in the present Dari system. We start with low vowels. In the Dari inventory, as given by Pisowicz, the two low vowels are distinguished based on quantity in this dialect. In non-low vowels, the only change that occurred from Middle Persian is lowering of i and u. The result is the present Dari system, which is given below. The feature values for the Dari system are as previously given in (8) for the Middle Persian vowel system. Given the system in Middle Persian, i and u do not reflect any contrast to determine whether they should be considered as phonologically high (i, u) or mid (e, o). They show an allophonic variation, as mentioned above.
Dari is a dialect which shows e and o allophones. 
Modern Persian
As mentioned above, the inventory of Middle Persian must have undergone three changes to result in the inventory of Modern Persian: (i) fronting of a and backing of ā ; (ii) lowering of i and u; and (iii) merging of ē with ī, and merging of ō with ū. Evidence from Pisowicz (see the reference) seems to show that the changes in low vowels were prior to the other changes, so they had front/back allophones in early Modern Persian. The fronting and backing in low vowels, which happened first, can be taken as a starting point for elimination of quantity. But before elimination of quantity from the system, which happened at a later stage, there is an ambiguity as to whether low vowels are distinguished from each other by [long] or by [peripheral] . I consider [peripheral] to be the distinctive feature for them from this stage and therefore take the low vowels to be a and ɑ. Now consider the non-low vowels. If Modern Persian followed the Dari development in terms of order of changes, then we only need to add merging of ē with ī, and ō with ū. We do not have to assume so, however. Two different dialects do not need to necessarily show the same order of changes (see Dresher, 1990) . But the question is: do we have evidence of Modern Persian having taken a different path in term of order of changes? If not, which seems to be the case, we consider the same order of changes for Persian as we observe in Dari. Thus, in Modern Persian, after fronting of a and backing of ā which result in a and ɑ, we consider lowering of i and u, as follows:
This change does not involve a contrastive feature. The change, resulting in e and o, is, in fact, allophonic for i/e variation and for u/o variation, respectively. Focusing on the contrastive changes, the first step is reinterpreting the contrast between a and ā, which is in fact ambiguous, showing a quantity contrast or a place contrast, as a place contrast, as previously mentioned. This means that [peripheral] The next change in the inventory is merging of the long non-low vowels (i.e, ē with ī, and ō with ū). The result is the following system:
Now we are faced with an ambiguity as whether the contrastive feature in non-low vowels is quality or quantity. Evidence from Persian synchronic phonology argues for quality to be the distinctive feature; in other words, quantity is eliminated from the system; that is, the following change from the previous step occurs in the active features: (13) We looked at Dari and Modern Persian which were similar in the path they took from Middle Persian. Next, we discuss Tajik which, in some respects, departed from the other two Persian dialects under the influence of Turkic.
Tajik
It is interesting to compare the Tajik development with the development of Modern Persian because in Persian ī, ē merge and i remains separate. Similarly, ū, ō merge and u remains separate. In Tajik, however, i and ī merge, and ē remains separate. The situations of ū, ō, and ā in Tajik need a careful investigation. Recall that the present inventory does not have a low peripheral vowel. In fact, this vowel underwent rounding in the direction of o. The inventory also contains ů, which has different sources and whose position is believed to be under the influence of Turkic. I will return to Turkic influence later but for now let us focus on other changes. Recall the allophonic variation i/e and u/o that we discussed for the Middle Persian vowel system. Tajik was a dialect which showed i and u allophones. The former Tajik system can be, therefore, represented as follows:
In this system, as observed above, ē and ō are not contrastively long. When the length distinction is lost in Tajik, it results in the merger of i with ī and also u with ū. The result is a vowel system like the system of Modern Persian, given above in (14), repeated here as (18).
The inventory in (18) underwent two further changes to result in the Modern Tajik inventory, which was given above in Figure 1 and is repeated here in (19). These two changes are as follows: (i) ɑ → o, and (ii) o → ů.
The question is: how did the two changes, ɑ → o, and o → ů, occur in the inventory of Tajik? Recall that the Tajik vowel system is believed to have been influenced by Turkic. Studies show that among the Turkic languages, Uzbek has been to a great extent in contact with Tajik (e.g, Sjoberg, 1963; Boeschoten, 1998; Johanson, 1998; Bodrogligeti, 2003) .
Considering the influence of Uzbek on Tajik, it is worthwhile to try a Turkic-style inventory for Tajik, to examine whether the presence of ů and rounding of ɑ to o can be accounted for with such an inventory. It should be noted that although it is repeatedly mentioned in literature that Tajik has been under influence of Turkic, in particular Uzbek, the nature of this influence has not been explained.
Before trying a Turkic-style inventory for Tajik, let us take a look at the Uzbek vowel system. We are, in particular, looking for some explanation for Tajik ů and rounding of ɑ to o.
According to Harrison, Dras, and Kapicioglu (2002) the old Uzbek vowel system was as follows:
They afterward mention that y, ø, ɯ underwent merger and disappeared and therefore Modern Uzbek is left with five vowels. According to Sjoberg, in Uzbek, ů is a high back-central, rather
close, slightly rounded allophone of /u/. Thus the inventory of Modern Uzbek can be represented as follows:
Considering the Uzbek vowel system, we can speculate that Tajik speakers reinterpreted the Persian vowel system in Turkic terms. That is, a change of a three-height system to a two-height system occurred, in the following way: (i) e is considered phonologically low; (ii) a moves towards the center; (iii) ɑ goes to ɔ, which is low o. Now o has to maintain contrast with ɑ which merged with ɔ and with u. The contrast cannot be maintained by height. This leads to the last change, as follows: (iv) o occupies the empty space resulting in ů. As for the rounding of ɑ to o, Rona-Tas (1998) and Johanson consider the letter <o> in Uzbek to represent a labialized or back /å/. A similarity between Uzbek and Tajik is, thus, observed with regard to the low back vowel being rounded. I do not go further through Uzbek since to identify contrastive features in the Uzbek vowel system is not a goal in this paper. The important point for our study was to find an explanation for the changes in the Tajik vowel system considering the impact of Uzbek on Tajik, which we just discussed. More work is needed to confirm the Turkic-style inventory that we speculated for Tajik.
Conclusion
I provided an analysis based on changing contrasts in the vowel systems of three main dialects of Persian: Dari, Modern Persian, and Tajik taking Middle Persian as the starting point. I showed that no contrastive change occurred from Middle Persian to Dari. The quantitative vowel system of Middle Persian was, however, replaced by a qualitative system in Modern Persian and Tajik. In addition, Tajik, under the influence of Turkic, has its own particular characteristics to account for which a two-height Turkic-style inventory was suggested.
The changes of contrasts from Middle Persian which results in the vowel systems of the three dialects of Persian are as follows: 
